
Feb 2
Beginning decision of main topic points, introduction on slides
Notes: Lots of research today. I wanted to get the main skeleton down.
Feb 6
Lots more research, reaching out to people to try and access some eggs
I originally decided to also have finch eggs, so I reached out to zebrafinch.com.
Shortly after, I realised that they only ship to the US. I later decided against having finch
eggs, as they are hard to get, not very popular for edibles, and not beneficial to the
topic.
Feb 7
Reach out for duck+goose eggs, research the emu, quail, and duck slides
Today I reached out to a local afrm, and I obtained infertile goose eggs and duck eggs. I
weighed and measured them, and averaged the weights. Today I also started the basic
outline of the emu, quail, and duck slides and built some research on.
Feb 11
Type blurbs inside doc, further research
Feb 15-17
Make chart batches, start equations
I made most of the chart in docs, but later moved it to slides to do the refining. I didn’t
start the second one yet, but i wrote down my answers for the time being.
Feb 18
Conclusion+method
Today I mostly did my method, but I started doing a little conclusion with the information
I had.
Feb 19
References
I used https://www.bibme.org/ to put my references into APA format. It took a little, but I
got most of them.
Feb 20
Presentation, photos, final info, equations
I decided to double check my equations input, and I found a bug in the goose egg
section. After fixing it, I filmed my presentation video and added the slide pictures.
Feb 21
Re-film, final touches
I ran through the video recording, but the audio didn’t go through. I had to re-film
everything again. After I filmed, I put the finishing touches on.
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